The eccentricity e(u) of a vertex u is the maximum distance of u to any other vertex of G. A vertex v is an eccentric vertex of vertex u if the distance from u to v is equal to e(u). The eccentric digraph ED(G) of a graph (digraph) G is the digraph that has the same vertex as G and an arc from u to v exists in ED(G) if and only if v is an eccentric vertex of u in G. In this paper, we have considered an open problem. Partly we have characterized graphs with specified maximum degree such that ED(G) = G.
Introduction
A directed graph or digraph G consists of a finite nonempty set called vertex set with vertices and edge set of ordered pairs of vertices called arcs; that is represents a binary relation on
Throughout this paper, a graph is a symmetric digraph; that is, a digraph G such that implies
If  is an arc, it is said that u is adjacent to v and also that v is adjacent from u. The set of vertices which are from (to) a given vertex v is denoted    we say that v is an eccentric vertex of u. We define whenever there is no path joining the vertices u and v. The radius rad (G) and diameter diam(G) are minimum and maximum eccentricities, respectively. As in [2] , the sequential join 
The reader is referred to Buckley and Harary [2] and Chartrand and Lesniak [3] for additional, undefined terms.
Buckley [4] defines the eccentric digraph
 
ED G of a graph G as having the same vertex set as G and there is an arc from u to v if v is an eccentric vertex of u. The paper [4] presents the eccentric digraphs of many classes of graphs including complete graphs, complete bipartite graphs, antipodal graphs and cycles and gives various interesting general structural properties of eccentric digraphs of graphs. The antipodal digraph of a digraph G denoted by   A G , has the vertex set as G with an arc
This notion of antipodal digraph of a digraph was introduced by Johns and Sleno [5] as an extension of the definition of the antipodal graph of a graph given by Aravamudhan and Rajendran [6] 
tradicts the v as u being tail has less eccentricity as compared t of . The same argument can be extended to a directed n v cy r a graph to symmetric cycle having a pe cle with more than one directed arc, as the eccentricities go on increasing in the same direction.
The above two conditions are not sufficient fo be an eccentric digraph. For example consider a ndant vertex adjacent to one of the vertices on the cycle. The pendant vertex having in-degree zero and out-degree one as in Figure 2 .
Vertex i x is at eccentric distance from . Let be u p v adjacen o u and lying on the eccentric ath connecting u and i t t
x . All the vertices in the graph except i x are a distanc atmost 1  n from u , where n is eccentricity of u . This implies v b ng adjace t to u will have eccentricity n . Bu v lying on the metric circle can have eccentricity 1 n   . Therefore the above graph cannot be an eccentri aph. Also we give a counter example for a problem gi t e the sym ei n t c digr ven in 2.2 (p. 41) [2] : If G is self-centered w [2] , as follows: Problem 3, Ex. ith radius 2 , then G is self-centered with radius 2 . Counter Example onsider 7 C , join the vertice a : C s t distance 2 in . C Let G be t resulting graph with he
. Gra hs with Isomorphic Eccen 3 p tric case of undirected graphs, Buckley [4] proved that the
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k 6. Complete graphs is another class of gr
Remar aphs for which
It is easy to see that for graphs upto order 7, the only graphs for which , , , , , , , as defined by Parthasa and Nandakumar [11] , for ssary condition is that th for ev ondition is that the graph u graph . Also e th
 
G ED G  , the neegree say ery vertex of d k , there must exist ano er vertex with k nu eccentric vertices. This can be defined as eccentric degree of a vertex.
Definition 11. For a vertex aph G is defined to be the number of vertices at eccentric distance om v. Also the eccentric degree sequence f a graph is defined as a listing of eccentric degrees of vertices written in non-incre
So for   = ED G G, the eccentric degree sequen of G should be equal to the degree sequence of G . But this condition is not sufficient as seen in the example below, depicted as , , , , onverse is easy to observe that if G is as en in the statement of the theore , then
